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POROUS SETS AND QUASISYMMETRIC MAPS

JUSSI VÄISÄLÄ

Abstract. A set A in R" is called porous if there is a > 0 such that every ball

B(x,r) contains a point whose distance from A is at least ar. We show that porosity

is preserved by quasisymmetric maps, in particular, by bilipschitz maps. Local

versions are also given.

1. Introduction. We say that a set A in the euclidean «-space R" is a-porous in R",

0 < a < 1, if each closed ball B(x, r) in R" contains a point z such that the open

ball B(z,ar) does not meet A. For example, Rp is 1-porous in Rp+1, and the

Cantor middle-third set is ^-porous in R1.

Porous sets were considered by Granlund, Lindqvist and Martio [GLM, 4.15] in

connection with harmonic measure. They also observed the close connection be-

tween porous sets (called thin in [GLM]) and uniform domains in the sense of [MS].

Indeed, it is easy to show that a closed set A is porous in i?" if and only if R"+1 \A

is a uniform domain. Furthermore, Sarvas [Sa] proved that the branch set of a

quasiregular map is always locally porous (see 4.4). The Hausdorff dimension of an

a-porous set is bounded by a number c(a, n) < n; see [Sa, 3.2].

When this manuscript was completed, P. Mattila pointed out to the author that

the term "porous set" has been used by E. P. Dolzenko [Do] and others for sets

which are weakly locally porous in the sense of 4.4.

If /: R" -* R" is ÄT-quasiconformal, it follows from the standard distortion

theorems that / maps every a-porous set A cz R" onto an arporous set with

a, = ax(a, K, n) > 0. In this paper we consider the corresponding problem in the

case where / is only defined on A. We shall show (Theorem 4.2) that if /: A -> R"

is r\-quasisymmetric (t/-QS), then fA is a,-porous with a, = a,(a,tj) > 0. Observe

that a1 does not depend on n. We recall [TV] that an embedding /: A -» R" is tj-QS

if tj: [0, oo) -» [0, oo) is a homeomorphism and if |a - x| < t\b — x\ implies \f(a) —

f(x)\ < 7j(r)|/(Z>) - f(x)\ for all a, b, x in A and for all t > 0. For example, if / is

L-bilipschitz, that is,

\x - y\/L <\f(x) - f(y)\< L\x - y\

for all x, y e A, then / is rj-QS with -q(t) = L2t. A homeomorphism /: R" -* R" is

QS if and only if it is quasiconformal.
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Our basic result is Theorem 3.1, which states, roughly speaking, that QS maps

preserve a property opposite to porosity. The QS invariance of porous sets and some

related results are proved in §4.

Our proof makes use of the topological degree of a map. P. Tukia pointed out to

the author that by using normal families (his favorite tool) one can give a more

elementary proof for a somewhat weaker result in which a, also depends on n.

As a special case, we obtain corresponding results for bilipschitz maps. However,

a direct proof for this case is somewhat simpler although it still makes use of degree

theory. It also gives a better bound to a,.

I thank Olli Martio for inspiring discussions.

1.2. Remark. Since every tj-QS map /: A -> R" has a unique extension to an

Tj-QS map /: A -* R" [TV, 2.25], we could without loss of generality always assume

that A is closed. However, this would not simplify the proofs, and therefore we shall

not give any topological restrictions to A.

1.3. Notation. We let CA denote the complement R"\A of a set A c R". The

open n-ball with center x and radius r is written as B"(x, r) or B(x, r), and we use

the abbreviations B"(r) = B"(0, r) and B" = B"(0,1). If A c R", B(A, r) denotes

the r-neighborhood A + Bn(r) of A.

2. The degree of a map. Let D be a bounded domain in R", and let / be a

continuous map into 7?", defined in D. The degree of / is an integer p(y,f, D)

defined for every y in C/37). For the definition and the basic properties of the

degree, we refer to [RR, II.2]. We recall that v •-» p(y,f, D) is constant in each

component of CfdD. We use the Alexander-Spanier cohomology theory with in-

tegral coefficients. We remark that [RR] uses a shift in dimension and writes

77" + 1(X, Y) for our H"(X, Y).

2.1. Lemma. Let D c R" be a bounded domain such that CD is connected. Suppose

that f: D -* R" is continuous and that Y c R" is a compact set containing f 3D such

that the induced homomorphism f* : H"~l(Y) —> Hn~l(dD) is not the zero map. Then

there is a component UofCY such that p(y, f,D)¥=0 for y G U.

Proof. We let /,, f2,... denote maps defined by /. Let IT,, U2,... be the

bounded components of CY, let U0 be their union, and set X = U0 U Y. Choose a

closed ball Xf containing Y U fD, and set Yf = Xf\ U0. Then / defines a map fy.

(D, 37)) -» (Xf, Yf). Furthermore, the inclusion i: (X, Y) -* (Xv Yf) induces the

following diagram for the cohomology sequences:

H"-l(Xf)     -»     H"-\Yf)     -»     H"(Xf,Yf)     ->     H"(Xf)

i j* I i*
Hnl(X)      ->     H"^(Y)      ->      H"(X,Y)      ->      H"(X)

Here H""\Xf) = H"\X) = 0 by [RR, Theorem 2, p. 104], since CX and CXX are

connected. Moreover, H"(XX) = H"(X) = 0 by [RR, Theorem 1, p. 100]. Hence the

middle horizontal arrows are bijective. Since i* is an excision isomorphism, j* is
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bijective. Consider the map fy. 37) -» Yv Since/3 =;/,, /,*: Hn~l(Yf) -> H"-\oD)

is not the zero map. Consider the diagram

H"-\Yf)      -+      H"(Xf,Yf)

I ff I fi

H"-x(c)D)     -»     Hn~l(dD)      -i      77"(73,3D)

Since CD is connected, H"~1(D) = 0. Hence S is injective, which implies /2* # 0.

Set Zj = Xf\ Uj. By [RR, p. 92], the inclusions ky (Xlt Yf) -» (Xf, Zj) induce a

representation of H"(Xf, Yf) as the direct sum of the groups 77"(Ar1, Zf). Then /2*

is the sum of the homomorphisms g*: H"(Xf, Zj) -> H"(D,dD) where each gj is

defined by /. Hence there is j such that g* # 0. Since [XY, Zj,Uj] is a (>>,/, 7))-

admissible frame in the sense of [RR, p. 121] for every y g IT, we have p(y, f, D) + 0

for all y G LT [RR, p. 125].   D

3. The basic theorem. In this section we prove our basic result 3.1, which states

that if the complement of a set contains only small balls in a neighborhood of a

point, then the QS image of the set has the same property. This can be considered as

the QS version of the theorem on the invariance of domain. The bilipschitz version

will be given in 3.17.

3.1. Theorem. Suppose that f: A -> R" is 17-QS, where A c B", Oei, and

/(0) = 0. Suppose also that 0 < a < 1 and that B" C B(A, a). Set M =

sup{|/(x)|: x & A). Then there are positive numbers 8 = 5(tj) and a' = a'(a,tj)

such that

(Y)Bn(8M)czB(fA,a'M),

(2) a'(a,T|)-> 0 as a -> 0.

3.2. Outline of the proof. Since the QS image of a bounded set is bounded,

M < 00. Replacing / by f/M, we may assume M = 1. Since (1) is true for 8 = 1/2,

a' = 1, it suffices to consider small values of a. We always assume a < 1/6. In the

course of the proof, we shall give more restrictions of the type a < aoCl)-

We shall construct a map g: B" -> R" such that g|^4 approximates / and g is

"roughly QS " although it is not usually injective. We show that CgdB" contains a

ball Bn(8) with 8 = 8(t¡) > 0 and that p(y,g,Bn)*0 for y G B"(8), which

imphes B"(8) c gB". It follows that fi"(S)\g/l can contain only small balls, and

the same is then true for B"(8)\fA. The proof will be completed in 3.15.

3.3. Construction of g. For x e R" set Bx = B"(x,a). Then [By a g A) covers

B". Choose a partition of unity (4>a)aeA in B" subordinate to this cover. This means

that for each a g A, <j>y B" -» [0,1] is continuous and spt<j>a c Ba. Moreover, the

family (spt</>a)ae/) is locally finite, and La<EÀ<t>a(x) = 1 for all x g B". Define the

map g: B" -» R" by

g(*)=  E *fl(*)/(a)-
ae/l

Then  g(x) belongs to the convex hull of f[AnBx] for each  x g B". Thus

g5" c 2?".
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3.4. g IA approximates f. We show that

(3-5) |g(x)-/(*)|< 2i,(2a)

for every x g A. Choose y g B" with |y - x\ > 1 and then z g A with |z - y\ < a.

Then |z — x| ;> 1/2, and thus |a — x\ < 2a|z — x| for every a g 7?A. Hence

\f(a) -f(x)\^n(2a)\f(z) - f(x) | < 2r,(2a)

for a & Bx. This implies

|g(x)-/(x)|<     £     *B(x)|/(a)-/(*)|<2î,(2a),
ae/lnfi,

and (3.5) is proved.

3.6. g is roughly QS. We first show that for each pair of points a, x g B" there

are points a', x' ^ A such that

(3.7) |a-a'|<5a,        |x-x'|<a,        \a'- x'\> a.

There are points a*, x' in .4 such that \a - a*\ < a and |x - x'\ < a. If |x' - a\ >

2a, we can choose a' = a*. Suppose that \x' - a\< 2a. Since a < 1/6, there is

z g 7?" with |z - x'\ = 2a. Choose a' ^ A D Bz. Now

|a — a'| < |a — x'| + |x' — z\ + \z — a|< 5a,

\a' — x'| > |z — x'\ — \z — a'| > a,

and thus (3.7) is true.

By rough quasisymmetry we mean the following: Setting

X = X(r,) = 2 + 2/r?-1(i)

we prove that if a, b, x g 5" with |/b — x\ > Aa, then g(è) =£ g(x) and

(3.8) |g(")-g(*)l<jtf    f2l*-x|+6a
\g(b)-g(x)\ \        \b-x\

where Mx = M,(r/). Observe that X > 4.

Choose a', x' g ^4 such that (3.7) is true. Then

|g(a)-/V)l<     E     <i»,(«)l/(j)-/(«') I-

For each y g A n 7?a we have | y - a'| < 6|x' - a'\, and hence

\g(a)-f(a')\^rj(6)\f(a')-f(x')\.

A similar argument gives

\g(x)-f(x')\<n(2)\f(a')-f(x')\,

and we obtain

(3.9) \g(a) - g(x) | < (1 + „(2) + T,(6))|/(a') -/(*')

<3i,(6)|/(a')-/(*')!■
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Choose b' g A n Bh. Then

\g(b) - g(x) | > \f(V) -f(x') | -\g(b) -f(b') | - |g(x) -f(x') |.

For every y e A n Bhv/e have

|v-ô'|< 2a <^—-|x'-Z>'|,

and the same estimate holds for |y - x'|, y & A n 7?x. Arguing as above yields

(3.10)    |g(ft) -g(*)|> (l - 21,(^^2 ))|/(x0 -/(&')! = l/(X° 2/(fe)l •

Since X > 4, we have |Z>' - x'| > |¿> - x|/2. Hence (3.9) and (3.10) give (3.8) with

Mf = 6tj(6).

3.11. Estimate for d(gW, g(0)). We next show that for small a, d(gdBn, g(0)) is

bounded from below by a positive constant r = r(t\). We make the following new

restrictions for a:

(3.12) 2Xa<l,    8Tj(2a)<l.

Suppose that x G 37?" and set v = g(x). Choose x0 g A with |/(x0)| ^ 3/4 and

set y0 = g(x0). Since |x| = 1 > Xa, we can apply (3.8) with the substitution (x, a, b)

*-> (0, x0, x) and obtain

, ° ~   ,       < MiTj(2|x0| + 12«) < M1r)(4).

\y-g(0)\

On the other hand, (3.5) gives

\y0 - g(0)\>\f(xo)\- 4V(2a) > 1/4.

Consequently,

\y - g(0) | > 1/4MM4) = r(r,).

3.13. T/ie degree of g. We want to show that for small a, ^(j, g, B") =£ 0 for

y G B"(g(0), r). Set

y = g37í",   y(0 = 5(y,í),   oUí) = afi«ng-1[%í)ní'],

where í > 0 and y G y.

We shall first find an upper bound for d(Q(y, t)). Let x, ¿> G Q(y,t). If

|¿> - x| > Xa, we can apply (3.8) with a = 0, and obtain

'*<°>-*<*>'< ¿W      4
|g(ft)-g(x)| \|Z>-x|

On the other hand, 3.11 gives |g(0) - g(x)| > r. Since \g(b) - g(x)\ < 2t, we get

ij 1(V2^iO

as t -* 0. Hence

¿(0(^,0) <max(Xa,^(r,ij)).
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Choose r0 > 0 such that \p(t, r\) < 1 for t < t0. By (3.12) we obtain d(Q(y, t)) < 1

for t < t0.

Set t = tff/2 and cover Y(t) with a finite number of balls B(yx, tQ),..., B(yk, t0)

with centers yy g Y. For each y choose x} g f'\yj) n 35". Set 7^ = y(/)\Ä(y/, t0)

and define A: y(r) -» 7?" by

7 = 1

For every y g y(í) there is at least one j with ¿( y, Fj) =£ 0. For each such y, we

have y^Gfiíy, í0) and hence x]&Q(y,ta). Since d(Q(y, tQ)) < 1, ß(j,r0) is

contained in an open hemisphere H(y) of 37?", which implies h(y) ¥= 0. We can

thus define u: Y(t) -> 3£" by «(j) = h(y)/\h(y)\. Then «( y) g 77(y). Since

x g ô(g(*), 'o) for every * e 95"> W(g(x)) - x| < 2 for all x G 35". This implies

that the map ugy dB" -» dB" is homotopic to the identity map of dB"; here

gy dB" -» y(/) is the map defined by g. Consequently, the induced homomorphism

g*: 77"_1(y(0) -* H"~\dB") = Z is not the zero map. By Lemma 2.1, there is a

component U of CY(t) such that p(y, g, 5") * 0 for y g [/. Hence Í/ c gß".

We want to show that g(0) g U for small a. Choose x0 g B" such that g(x0) g í/.

If x0 = 0, there is nothing to prove. If x0 # 0, let J be the line segment with

endpoints 0 and x0. It suffices to show that Y D gj = 0. Since g(b) =t= g(x)

whenever \b — x\ > Xa, it suffices to show |x0| < 1 — Xa. Suppose that |x0| > 1 —

Xa. By (3.12) we have Xa < 1/2, which implies |x0| > Xa. Setting Xj = x0/|x0|, we

can thus apply (3.8) with (x, a, b) *-> (x0, xx, 0) and obtain

|g(xi) — g(xn) |             /   |x, — xn| + 6a | /  ,. w
,   , V       ,    ° ,' < MlV\2*   l        °-    < Mfr,(4{\Xf - x0| + 6a)).
|g(0)-g(*o)l I l*ol /

Since gB" cB", the left side is at least r/2. Hence

,^   ry\t/2Mf)
\X\ - x0\> -^-6a.

We make the new restriction

(ti\* rl(t/2Mf)
a max (6, X ) <-.

o

Then 1 - |x0| = |x, - x0| > Xa, which gives a contradiction. Hence g(0) g U. By

3.11, £/contains the ball 7?(g(0), r). Consequently,

(3.14) B(g(0),r)czgB".

3.15. Completion of the proof. We show that Theorem 3.1 is true with 8 = r/2

and with a suitable a'. Let y G B"(8). Since /(0) = 0, (3.5) implies

b~g(0)|< r/2 + 2ïj(2a) < r

as soon as a satisfies the new restriction 4r)(2a) < r. By (3.14), this yields y g g5".

Choose x g 2?" with y = g(x) and then x' G ^ and x, g 5" with |x' - x| < a and
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\Xf - x| = 1. By (3.12) we have |x, - x| > Xa. Hence we can apply (3.8) with

(x, a, b) >-» (x, x', Xf) and obtain

\g(x>~y\ ^ M1t,(2(|x' - x| + 6a)) < Mft](l4a).

\g{xf)-y\

Thus |g(a') - y\< 2M,r)(14a). By (3.5) this gives

\f(x') ~y\< 2M,r;(14a) + 2rj(2a) = a'(a,r¡),

and Theorem 3.1 is proved.    D

3.16. The bilipschitz case. Suppose that in Theorem 3.1 /: A -» R" is L-bilipschitz.

Then / is r/-QS with tj(í) = L2t, and 3.1 gives 8 and a' depending on L and a.

However, in this special case one can somewhat simplify the proof and also obtain a

sharp bound for a'. First, we apply Kirszbraun's theorem [Fe, 2.10.43] and extend /

to an L-lipschitz map, still denoted by /: B" -* R". This map it not necessarily

injective, but it satisfies the rough bilipschitz condition

|x-y|/L-2(L + l)a<|/(x)-/(y)|<L|x-y|

for all x, y G B". This extension replaces the map g of 3.3. If 4L(L + l)a < 1,

fdB" does not meet the ball B"(1/2L). As in 3.13, we can use degree theory to show

that for small a, B"(1/2L) cz fB". Indeed, this is true if 16L3(7T + l)a < 1. Let

y G 7?"(1/2L). Choose x G B" and x' G A with y = f(x) and |x' - x\ < a. Then

\y — f(x')\ < La, and we obtain the following result.

3.17. Theorem. Suppose that f: A -» R" is L-bilipschitz, where A c B", 0 G A,

and f(0) = 0. Suppose also that 0 < a < 1/16L3(L + 1) and that B" c B(A, a).

Then B"(1/2L) c B(fA, La).   D

3.18. Remark. The bound a' = La in 3.17 is best possible. To see this, take any

ß < a and then A = B"\B"(ßei,ß), f(a) = Lx. Then B"(1/2L) <£ B(fA, Lß)
provided that 2L2ß < 1.

On the other hand, the radius 1/2L can be replaced by the number 8(L) = 1/L

— 2(L + l)a, which tends to 1/L as a —> 0.

4. Applications. We first prove the QS invariance of porous sets. Then we give two

local versions and consider the bilipschitz case in which we also give a "whole

space" version of 3.17.

4.1. Porous sets. We recall the definition given in the introduction. Let 0 < a < 1.

A set A c R" is a-porous in 7?" if every ball B(x, r) contains a point z such that

B(z, ar) n A = 0. In other words, B(x, r) <t B(A,ar). Still in other words,

sup{<7(z, A)/r. \z - x| < r} > a for every x G R" and r > 0.

Although x is an arbitrary point in R", it is easy to see that if the condition is

satisfied for all x g A, then A is a/2-porous.

O. Martio observed that porosity is equivalent to the following condition: There is

c > 1 such that A c B(dB(A, t), ct).

From the compactness of B(x, r) it easily follows that for each porous set A there

is a maximal a < 1 such that A is a-porous; this number might be called the

porosity constant of A.
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4.2. Theorem. Suppose that A is a-porous in R" and that f: A -» R" is tj-QS. Then

fA is af-porous with aY = ax(a, tj).

Proof. Suppose that 0 < ß < 1/4 and that A' = fA is not ß-porous. From 4.1 it

follows that there is y0 G A' and r > 0 such that for every z g 7?( y0, /■), the ball

B(z,2ßr) meets A'. Hence B(z,4ßr) meets A' n B(y0,r) for every z G B(y0, r).

Let g: /T -> A be the inverse map of / and set gf(y) = g(y0 + ry) - g(y0). Then g

and g, are tj'-QS with rj'(0 = ifty-1)-1- We consider gj as a map of y4, = ß" n

r~l(A' — y0). Then we can apply Theorem 3.1 with the substitution (A,f,r¡,a) ->

(Af, gf, tj', 4ß). We obtain the numbers 8 = o(tj') and a' = a'(4ß, r/'). Condition (1)

of 3.1 implies that gfAY is not a'/ô-porous. Since g,^, + g(y0) o A, a < a'/8.

Since a' -» 0 as ß -* 0, we obtain a lower bound for ß of the type ß > a:(a, tj) > 0.

D

4.3. Remark. If p < n, every set A c Rp is 1-porous in 7?". Consequently, if /:

A -» 7?" is Tj-QS, then //I is arporous with a, = a,(Tj). In particular, the Hausdorff

dimension of fA is bounded by a number c(n, tj) < n. This was proved in [Vä, 4.1]

in the special case where A is open in Rp.

4.4. Local versions. We say that a set ^ c R" is weakly locally a-porous at a point

x G ^4 if there are arbitrarily small numbers r > 0 such that B(x, r) <t B(A, ar). If

there is r0 > 0 such that this condition holds for all positive r < r0, A is locally

a-porous at x. These notions were suggested by O. Martio. He also observed that a

weakly locally porous set cannot have points of density and therefore has «-measure

zero.

We omit the proof of the following result, since it is similar to the proof of 4.2.

4.5. Theorem. Suppose that A c R" is locally a-porous or locally weakly a-porous

at x G A and that f:A—>R" is tj-QS. Then fA is locally aYporous or locally weakly

af-porous, respectively, atf(x) with af = a,(a, tj).    D

4.6. The bilipschitz case. Suppose that A c 7?" and that /: A -» R" is L-bi-

lipschitz. If A is a-porous, then 4.2 implies that fA is a,-porous with a, = af(a, L).

Replacing 3.1 by 3.17 in the proof of 4.2, we easily see that one can choose

a, = a/8L2. Similarly, the bilipschitz version of 4.5 is true with af = a/4L2.

We finally give a bilipschitz result whose direct QS analogue is false. We say that a

set A c 7?" is a q-net in R", q > 0, if B(A,q) = R". For example, the set Z of

integers is a 1-net in Rl. The map /: R1 -» R1, f(x) = x3 is QS but fZ is not a

q-n&t for any q > 0. Hence the net property is not a QS invariant. However, it is a

bilipschitz invariant:

4.7. Theorem. Suppose that A is a q-net in R" and that f: A -» R" is L-bilipschitz.

Then fA is an Lq-net in R".

Proof. We may assume that 0 G A and that /(0) = 0. Let M > 1, set AM = B"

n M~lA, and define fM: AM -* R" by fM(x) = M~lf(Mx). Then / is L-bilipschitz.

Apply 3.17 with the substitution (A,f,a)>-*(AM,fM,q/M). This is possible if

M > 16qL\L + 1). We obtain B"(1/2L) c B(fMAM, Lq/M), which yields

B"(M/2L) c B"(fA, Lq). Letting M -> oo proves the theorem.   D
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